
6/12/69 

Dear Silvia, 

I ':nary how busy you'd be and that you'll be sway next month. You 
told me in March. This requires no anewer or, one later, at your convenience 
if you have any opinion on what I will address. 

Enclosed is the lateet eachenge with Aaron Asher. 

Theses hes been no further response from the Times. 

I think, when you have tine, because of the obvious misuse of 
your name by :3pstein, it veuld be c aood idea if you let others &now the 
inst. He has libelled you! 

You refer to him as e "eunuch". This interets me because I 
have long wondered whether he is homosexual. Those vine  hevo "defended" 
Shee, like Lock reed, all seem to be. I know of no writer who has done 
eny 'work in ttet area who is not. 

whet interests me more is any indication you :coy have thct 
he has officini or eneficiel government ceneections. Over the wears 

have accumulated a nomber. Do net mieunderstend, I am not saying it 
is proved, merely that there pre a number of indications I believe 
substantial. There ere abundant indicetions of this in "Countsvelot". 
Combined, they still dn riot prove it, but they do make e lusty suspicion. 

Iftsr all, once inco and I took csee of ?Mike tie eke 
"open, there was an open slot in the table of organization. 

The quotation of my memo to 'Iewcceb is Ineceles%e. ;ono  of it 
was omitted without dots to indicate it. Also omitted 	a subsequent 
letter I wrote myself, after I was home. There never was any doubt about 
the purpose of this, and it served to do the oo-osite of chat is alleged, 
for it tended co make lees credible the repented inferences that Thornley 
ras a "False Osemld".You may recall the pictures were in attached renirs, 
printed on a single piece of paper, precisely to preclude any possibility 
of misuse, and Fred was instructed to 'eeept them in pairs, one with makeup, 
one without. The Eesteins and eaoraleys cannot underscoud er even believe 
our willingness to go to trouble and expense to check both sides. it is 
beyond teem, particularly the eunuch. 

Thesrefeeence to Thorniey's affidavit in my first letter to 
Asher, if it escapes you, is theause ho and Lifton combined to do precisely 
that with *Lich they charged Garrison. They, in effect, framed Heindoll, 
lhornley under oath. Hera I hope you will understand. that Garrison did not 
abuse Heindell and did not make any charge egeinst either Lifton or Z. 
Gary has just learned that about when Oswald "debeted" Butler, Thornley 
applied frr a job with Butler, which would seem tpbeer on the accuracy of 
his comment that he did not know Oswald wee in N.O. .1'21 had than just returned. 
We Loth have copies of some of Z's writings, pertieeIerly a series on LEO. 
He can copy them more readily and less expensively then 1. &ifton, meemwhile, 
eppears to be running quite e campaign against me in Calif. Glimmers sf it 
reach me. His meilings on me were slender, ware ineccurate, as 1  proved to him 
end as he had to knoe before he sent them. If you ever get sufficiently detached 
and want to know my interest in 	the original offer steeds. It is and was un- 
related to Garrison's charge. 	 Best regards, 


